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DEVELOPMENT OF THE DISEASE MODEL OF
DRUG ADDICTION IN BRITAIN, 1870-1926
by
TERRY M. PARSSINEN and KAREN KERNER*
SUMMARY
OPIUM WAS widely used in the nineteenth century as an analgesic, a febrifuge, a
sedative, andananti-diarrhoea agent. Opium's addictiveproperties had beennoted in
the medical literature as early as 1700, but medical men did not take these very
seriously. With the advent ofthe hypodermic syringe in 1856, which made it possible
for morphia (the alkaloid of opium) to be injected, physicians became increasingly
concerned about addiction. From 1878, they began to discuss the "disease" ofdrug
addiction. What had begun as a trickle in the medical literature eventually became a
torrent and, by 1910, a fully mature disease model of drug addiction had been
developed. This had an enormous influence on both the popular understanding and
national policies toward drug addiction in the period between 1910 and 1930. The
reasons why medical men characterized drug addiction as a disease derived from
specificfeaturesofthe"cultureofmedicine" inthelatenineteenthcentury: theconcept
ofdisease, thesocial roleand status ofthemedicalprofession, theperception ofpublic
health concerns, and the political goals and influence of medical men. Considered
withinthecontextofthehistoriographyofmedicine, thedevelopmentoftheconceptof
drug addiction can illuminate how traditional and radical perspectives can be
combined to produce a richer understanding ofmedical history.
We intend to showhowthedisease model ofdrugaddictioncame to prominence in
Britain in the late nineteenth century, and how this affected both popular
understanding and national policy toward the issue.
I havemyselfbeen in the habitoftakingmorphia forthirty years. I began bytakingchlorodyne for a
spasmodic complaint, as ordered by two eminent medical men. It was changed by my husband for
morphia,withtheresultthatbyconstantlyincreasingthedoseitcameatlastto4scruplesperweek,which
has been the regular quantity taken now for very many years.
Thismedicine -sodeleterious in mostinstances -hasby no meansimpaired thevitality ofmy system,
ortendedinanydegreetoreducemyactivity,whichisequaltothatofmanyyoungwomen,althoughIam
now 67 years ofage.
Myenjoyment oflifeisperfect, andIhavenoneofthehaggard, emaciated lookbornebymostpersons
who adopt this treatment. My eyes are black and bright, the sight being no worse than that of most
persons my age.
Theonlyevilwhichappearstoarisefromtheuseofthismedicineisaconsiderableincreaseoffat, andI
shouldbeconsiderablyobligedifanyofyourcontributorswillkindlyinformmeifthisincreaseofadipose
tissue is a natural result of the morphia.
I am, sir, yours faithfully,
E.L.P.B.'
* Senior research fellows, Institute for the Study of Human Issues, 3401 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
19104, USA. The authors wish to express their gratitude for theconsiderable assistance they have received
from their colleagues at ISHI, Elaine Berman, David Feingold, and Carol Parssinen, and from Professor
David Courtwright ofthe University ofHartford. The research wassupportedby grant no. DA01656 from
the National Institute on Drug Abuse.
1 Chemist Drugg., 3 March 1888, 32: 297-298.
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This letter was written by a chemist's wife, and published in the national trade
journal, Chemist andDruggist, in 1888. It is interesting, both because ofwhat it says
directly about one woman's drug habit, and also because of what it says indirectly
about the social perception of morphia habituation.
A respectable, elderly lady has a morphia habit of long duration. She has no
hesitation aboutadmitting it inprint, and heronly regret is that she fears the morphia
is making her fat. Yet she is sufficiently aware of the contemporary professional
literature on morphia-takers to consider herself something of an exception. Most
habitual morphia-takers, she believes, suffer from deleterious side effects which, for
somereason,donotseemtotroubleher. Butwhatismoststrikingabouttheletteristhe
lack ofmoralizing about hercircumstances. She obviously does not regardherselfas a
social pariah, enslaved to an immoral vice, nordoes the tone ofthe letter suggest that
sheischallenging sucha social stereotype. Sheis not adopefiend, but agentlewoman,
whohasslippedintoarelativelyharmlesshabitinthecourseofmedicaltreatment. Her
self-image, which was presumably shared by her readers, reflected the dominant
perception ofdrug habituation in mid-Victorian Britain. But in 1888, when the letter
was published, a change was already under way, a change which we see presaged,
perhaps, in the edgy, slightly defensive tone of the lady's self-description. Thanks
largely to the workofGerman physicians in theprevious decade, British medical men,
by the 1880s, were beginning to discuss the disease of drug addiction.
MEDICAL LITERATURE ON OPIUM AND MORPHINE THROUGH THE EARLY 1870S
Untiltherevolutionintherapeutics intheearlytwentiethcentury,physiciansdidnot
somuchcurediseasesasmanagetheirsymptoms. Giventhisfundamentallimitationin
nineteenth-century medical practice, opium was invaluable. Jonathan Pereira, in his
influential textbook on materia medica and therapeutics, claimed that "opium is
undoubtedly the most important and valuable remedy ofthe whole Materia Medica.
We have, for other medicines, one or more substitutes; but for opium we have none.
. . .Its good effects are not, as is the case with some valuable medicines, remote and
contingent, but they are immediate, direct, and obvious; and its operation is not
attendedwithpainordiscomfort."2 Opiumhad awidevarietyofuses, mostnotably as
an analgesic, a febrifuge, a sedative, and as a specific for gastro-intestinal difficulty,
especially diarrhoea. It was taken in powder, pills, or in liquid, most commonly as
laudanum - tincture ofopium. Opium was also the main ingredient in several ofthe
more infamous Victorian popular and proprietary medicines, most notably
"Lancaster Black Drop", "Battley's Syrup", Dr. J. Collis Browne's "Chlorodyne",
and "Godfrey's Cordial".
Morphia, the alkaloid derivative of opium, was isolated in the early nineteenth
century, and was commercially available from the 1820s. But as long as it had to be
taken orally, there was little to recommend it over opium. Morphia did not come into
widespread use until the 1860s, a few years after Dr. Alexander Wood perfected the
hypodermic syringe, which made possible an entirely new mode of administering
2 Jonathan Pereira, The elements ofmateria medica and therapeutics, Philadelphia, Lea & Blanchard,
1843, vol. 2, p. 703.
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medication. WoodandDr. Charles Hunterpublicizedtheuseofhypodermicinjections
of morphia for the relief of neuralgia. Wood's paper of 1858, delivered before the
British Medical Association, and then published in the British Medical Journal, was
particularly important in making ordinary practitioners aware of the new therapy.3
Within a few years it was being applied to a variety of problems, including
inflammations oftheeye, acute rheumatism, uterinepain, anddeliriumtremens.4This
earlyliteratureonsubcutaneousinjectionofmorphiawasunreservedlyeuphoricabout
itsuses. Injectedmorphiawaslauded asbeingmoreeffectivethan ingestedopium, and
free from opium's more unpleasant side effects, such as constipation and stupor. In
1869, Dr. Edward Wilson began an article on subcutaneous injection ofmorphia by
statingthat "fewreallyimportantdiscoveries haveglidedso silentlyinto every-dayuse
as the subcutaneous injection ofremedial agents. Slowly and surely this new method
has won its way and established itselfin the profession until there are probably few
medical men now to be foundwho cannot bear testimony, from their own experience,
to the marvellous power ofnarcotics introduced beneath the skin."5 Wilson reviewed
the possible uses ofinjected morphia, and concluded by calling it "the greatest boon
given to medicine since the discovery ofchloroform."6 In the same year, Dr. Arthur
Evershed chided his "professional brethren" whose misplaced caution about injected
morphiakeptthemfromusingthis"meansofreliefsosatisfactorytotheirpatientsand
to themselves".7 The only note of caution in the papers of the 1850s and 1860s
concerned the dangers of poisoning through an overdose: the line between a
therapeutic and a toxic dose of morphia could be very thin indeed.
There was a substantial medical literature on opium in Latin and, increasingly, in
English. In the seventeenth century, it had been so highly praised by Dr. Thomas
Sydenham that it had earned him the sobriquet "Opiophilos". His widely-publicized
formula for tincture of opium continued to be known as "Sydenham's Laudanum"
well into thenineteenthcentury.8 Opium had been the subject ofbooks and papers by
both clinicians and toxicologists in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.9
3 AlexanderWood, 'Treatment ofneuralgic pains by narcotic injections', Br. med J., 28 August 1858,
721-723. Also idem, 'Anewmethod oftreating neuralgia by thedirect application ofopiates to the painful
points', Edin med surg. J., 1855, 82: 265-281; Charles Hunter, 'Onnarcoticinjections in neuralgia', Med
Times Gaz., 1858, 17:408-409; idem, 'On narcotic injections inneuralgia', ibid., 457-458; idem, 'A series of
narcoticinjectionsintothecellulartissueinneuralgiaandotherdiseases', Br. med J.,8January 1859, 19-20;
idem, 'Practical remarks on the hypodermic treatment ofdisease', Lancet, 1863, ii: 444-445, 675-676; idem,
On thespeedyreliefofpainandothernervousaffectionsbymeansofhypodermicmethod, London, 1865; idem,
'Hypodermic administration ofcertain medicines', Med Times Gaz., 1865, 1: 584-587.
4J. Zachariah Laurence, 'The antiphlogistic powers ofmorphia illustrated by its usein the treatment of
acute inflammations of the sclerotic and iris', Med Times Gaz., 31 December. 1859, 651-652; John K.
Spender, 'Thehypodermic action ofmorphia', Br. med J., 9 June 1860, 436-437; J. Henry Bennet, 'On the
hypodermic treatment ofuterine pain', Lancet, 1864, i: 296-297; W. Ogle, 'Injection ofacetate ofmorphia
intothecellulartissueofthearm, indeleriumtremens', Med TimesGaz., 21 July 1869, 54-55. Foradetailed
study ofthe development ofhypodermic medication, see Norman Howard-Jones, 'A critical study of the
origins and early development of hypodermic medication', J. Hist. Med, 1947, 2: 201-247.
5 EdwardT.Wilson, 'Notesonthesubcutaneousinjectionofmorphia', St. Geo. Hosp. Rep., 1869,4: 19.
6 Ibid., p. 30.
7 Arthur Evershed, 'On the hypodermic injection of morphia', Med Times Gaz., 1 May 1869, 463.
8 Joseph F. Payne, Thomas Sydenham, London, T. Fisher Unwin, 1900, p. 182.
9 Melvin P. Earles, 'Studiesinthedevelopmentofexperimentalpharmacology inthe 18thandearly 19th
centuries', unpublished Ph.D. thesis, University of London, 1961.
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Throughout these writings there is a recognition of such phenomena as patient
dependence, physiological tolerance, and withdrawal pains. John Jones, in 1701,
accurately described withdrawal symptoms:
The Effects ofgoing off (or declination) of the Operation ofOpium, taken internally in a
moderate Dose:
1. AgeneralreturnofalltheDiseasesandDisastersOpiumpalliatedduringits Operation;.
2. Sweat, tho' not constantly.
3. Frequent making ofwater, sometimes.
4. A Looseness (sometimes) even when there was none before the giving of Opium
5. Diseases, seeming worse than before the taking ofit.
6. A melancholy andsad Depression ofSpirits.
7. A narrow Pulse.
8. Itching ofthe Skin. 10
SamuelCrumpe, in 1793, notedthatregularopiumusers,whendeprivedofthedrug
"for a single day, became languid, dejected, and uneasy at the customary hours of
taking it, and could only be roused from this state by the usual quantity ofOpium, or
by a large draught of wine".'1 Sir Astley Cooper, in an 1824 lecture on poisons,
described the deleterious effects of long-term opium use, including patient
dependence: "This irritable state ofnerves, produced by opium, is relieved by a fresh
dose: itbecomesabsolutely necessary tothepatient, and thenervousnessproducedby
the opium of yesterday is relieved by the opium of today."12 Yet there was little
tendencybymedicalmentotakethesewarningsveryseriously, andcertainlytherewas
no attempt to define addiction as a disease.
The first paper addressed to the addictive properties ofmorphia was published by
Dr. Thomas Clifford Allbutt in 1870:
Doesmorphii tendtoencouragetheverypainsitpretendstorelieve;orifnot,doesitatanyrateinducein
thosewho use itconstantly, anartificial statewhichmakesitsfurtheruse anecessity?Arethesubjectsof
morphia injection, thatis, liabletobecomedepressed, relaxed, irritableanddependent on anewhabitof
constantintoxication?Ifthisbeso, weareincurringagraveriskinbiddingpeopletoinjectwheneverthey
need it, and in telling them that morphia can have no ill effects upon them so long as it brings with it
tranquility and wellbeing.'3
In retrospect, this appears extremely tentative, although in contrast to the
enthusiasm of his colleagues in the previous decades, Allbutt must have seemed a
Cassandra. The paper touched offa small debate in the Practitioner, in which Drs.
Oliver and Anstie, while not denying that morphia injections could create patient
dependence, argued that this occurred relatively infrequently, and could be easily
avoided.14
THE DISEASE MODEL OF DRUG ADDICTION: LEVINSTEIN AND KERR
Unquestionably the most important contribution to the addiction literature ofthe
late nineteenth century was Edward Levinstein's Die Morphiumsucht, translated into
10 John Jones, The mysteries ofopium reveal'd, London, 1701, pp. 27-28.
II Samuel Crumpe, An inquiry into the nature andproperties ofopium, London, 1793, p. 178.
12Sir Astley Cooper, 'On vegetable and mineral poisons', Lancet, 1824, iM: 171.
13 Thomas Clifford Allbutt, 'On the abuse ofhypoderinic injections ofmorphia', Practitioner, 1870,5,
329-330.
14 GeorgeOliver, 'Onhypodermicinjectionsofmorphia',ibid., 1871,6:75-80;and F. E.Anstie, 'Onthe
effects of the prolonged use of morphia by subcutaneous injection', ibid., 148-157. See also J. Pennock
Sleightholme, 'Hypodermic morphia in a general hospital', ibid., 1871, 7: 23-28.
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Englishin 1878 as Themorbidcravingformorphia. Themost significant featureofthis
book is the form in which it was cast, with sections on symptomatology, aetiology,
prognosis, and prophylaxis. Levinstein was not simply warning his colleagues about
unpleasant side effects ofa new drug therapy; he was describing a new disease: "the
uncontrollable desire ofa person to use morphia as a stimulant and a tonic, and the
diseased state of the system caused by the injudicious use of the said remedy".15
Ofutmost importance in Levinstein's case is his argument that the morbid craving
for morphia is not a form of mental alienation. In contrast to fellow-German
psychiatrists Lahr and Fiedler, Levinstein stressed that "the desire for morphia
injections . . . results from [a person's] natural constitution and not from a certain
predisposition to its use."16 Levinstein was insistent upon the somatic origins ofdrug
addiction because only bydoing so could heconvince hismedical colleagues to take it
seriously as a disease. A mechanical model ofdisease, which virtually ruled out non-
somatic causation, was at the height of its influence in the third quarter of the
nineteenth century. While later developments would make psychic diseases medically
respectable, a different wind prevailed in the 1870s, and Levinstein trimmed his sails
accordingly.
Levinstein dealt with morbid craving for morphia like any other disease. The
treatmentthatheprescribediswhatisknown, inAmericanparlance, as"coldturkey".
Thepatient is to belocked in a set ofrooms "foraperiod ofeightto fourteendays, all
opportunities for attempting suicide having been removed", attended by nurses and
overseen by a physician.17 In order to see him over the more difficult periods of
withdrawal pain, the patient is allowed recourse to warm baths, bicarbonate ofsoda,
chloral hydrate, and, interestingly enough, unlimited amounts of champagne and
brandy. Only in the case ofa patient's complete collapse, with the threatened loss of
life, should the physician resort to an injection ofhalfa grain ofmorphia. After four
weeks, at the most, patients can be returned to society. Levinstein was unconcerned
about relapse: once a patient was restored to physical health, Levinstein considered
him cured. He was similarly sanguine in his description of"prophylaxis": "We shall
not be wrong in saying that morbid craving for morphia, after the lapse of several
years, will be of rare occurrence in Germany, as soon as the governmental decrees,
alreadyissued bysomeofthe states, areobeyed; thedoctorsinfuturenotallowingthe
morphiainjections to bepractisedbyanyonebutthemselves."18 Fromtheperspective
of the present, Levinstein's formulation seems particularly antiquated, both in its
rigidity, and in its naivety. But we should not underestimate its appeal in the 1870s. It
was a forceful statement of a problem about which medical men were anxious, in a
form which they recognized as appropriate.
The most important British spokesman on the question of addiction in the late
nineteenthcenturywasDr. NormanKerr, thefounderandfirstpresidentoftheSociety
15 Edward Levinstein, Morbidcravingfor morphia, London, Smith, Elder, 1878, p. 3. Another German
whose papers wereoccasionallypublished in EnglishwasDr. H. Obersteiner, 'Chronicmorphinism', Brain,
1879-1880, 2: 449-465, and 'Further observations on chronic morphinism', ibid., 1882-1883, 5: 324-331.
16 Levinstein, op. cit., note 15 above, p. 7.
17 Ibid., p. 113.
18 Ibid., p. 126.
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for the Study and Cure of Inebriety, mercifully abbreviated as SSI. The SSI was
founded, in 1884,asanassociation ofeminentmedicalmen, "toinvestigatethevarious
causes ofinebriety, andtoeducatetheprofessionalandpublicmindtoarecognition of
the physical aspect of intemperance."19
Thecentral messageofKerrandhis SSI associates, whichrecurslike an incantation
throughout their publications, is that "inebriety is a disease". Kerr claimed that
inebriety "is for the most part the issue ofcertain physical conditions . . . the natural
product of a depraved, debilitated, or defective nervous organization, . . . as
unmistakably adisease as is gout, orepilepsy, orinsanity."20 In his book, Inebriety or
narcomania, Kerr accepted the "narrow" definition of disease as the result of a
structural alteration which can be pathologically verified, and then attempted to
demonstrate how alcoholic inebriety clearly conforms to it.21
What was atstake forKerr and his associates was farmore than amerequestion of
medicalclassification. Untilthepresenttime, theyclaimed, societyhascondemnedthe
inebriateas asinner, orpunished himasacriminal, butithasnotseenhimforwhathe
reallyis-asickman. Ifinebriety, likegoutorepilepsy, istheresultofaphysicaldefect
overwhich the sickperson has nocontrol-thatis, ifinebriety isnotawilful act-then
theinebriateshouldnotbegaoled, buthospitalized. Thisistheessenceofthecasemade
by Kerr and his associates in the late nineteenth century, in their attempt to secure
legislation whichwouldcreatepublicly-fundedretreatsforthetreatmentofinebriates.
They were not very successful. The Habitual Drunkards' Act of 1879 and the
Inebriates' Act of 1898 did license a few retreats, but they were private, and received
only minimal public support. Above all, the acts did not allow for theconfinement of
non-criminalinebriatesagainsttheirwill,astheLunacyActshaddoneforthementally
ill. LateVictorianlegislators, movedequallybyaniggardlinesswithpublicfundsanda
greater regard for the liberty of the citizen than the necessity of therapeutic
confinement, ultimately frustrated Kerr and his colleagues.22
Nevertheless, in their efforts to build a case for compulsory confinement, the SSI
produced a very considerable number ofscientific publications which were crucial in
shaping the idea of drug addiction in Britain. Kerr and his colleagues were most
concerned about alcoholism, which they rightly regarded as the most significant form
ofinebrietyinBritain. Buttheyalsowroteaboutother"narcotizingagents", including
opium,chloralhydrate,chlorodyne,andcocaine. Kerrclaimedthat"theopiumhabit"
is a "true inebriety", although it is a "functional neurosis", in which "organic lesions
are comparatively rare."23 Altogether, in contrast to alcoholism, the opium habit is
muchlessdangerous, bothasasocial, andas aphysical disease: "Theopiuminebriate
does not destroy his furniture, beat his wife, bash hischild's head against the wall, or
pursue his narcotic careerdealing with his hand death and desolation all around. Nor
19ProceedingsoftheSSI, July 1884, no. 1, p. 1. The SSI grew outofan older organization, theSocietyfor
Promoting Legislation forthe Control and Cure ofHabitual Drunkards, which had been founded in 1876.
20 Ibid., p. 3.
21 Norman Kerr, Inebriety or narcomania Its etiology, pathology, treatment andjurisprudence, 3rd ed.,
London, H. K. Lewis, 1894, pp. 10-11.
22 Roy M. Macleod, 'The edge ofhope: social policy and chronic alcoholism 1870-1900', J. Hist. Med,
1967, 22: 215-245.
23 Kerr, op. cit., note 21 above, pp. 100-101.
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does he, as the tippler ofalcohol, so degenerate his tissues, injure the structure ofhis
vital organs, or originate organic disease, by the direct poisoning action of the
stupefying agent which consigns him to an early grave."24Yet, Kerrclaimed, "opium
transcends alcohol in the generation of a more irreclaimable and incurable diseased
condition. Cured alcohol inebriates are not uncommon [but] . . . cured opium
inebriatesarecomparatively fewinnumber."25 Althoughheregardedopium-smoking
and opium-eating as harmful, Kerr believed that "the hypodermic injection of
morphia is, however, the most swift and the most potent of all the methods of
administration."26
Finally, Kerraddressed the objection that somepersonscan use moderate amounts
ofintoxicants, even opium, without damaging themselves. This argument, which was
made frequently in Britain in the 1890s, naturally tended to undercut the idea that
opium-taking, inwhateverform, wasadisease. Kerr'sreplytothisisaclassicexample
of the way in which moral judgments were intertwined with scientific facts in his
writings: "Opium isapoison whichexcites, intoxicates, andenervates thewholeman;
by repeated indulgence inducing bodily and mental prostration and moral
perversion."27 Kerr personally, and the SSI in general, publicized in British medical
circlestheideathatinebriety, includingdrugaddiction, wasadisease,whosetreatment
was properly the responsibility of the physician. In addition, Kerr modified
Levinstein's conception of the disease of addiction by stressing that it had a
psychological aetiology, and by emphasizing the difficulty of reversing a patient's
opium habit once it was fully established. Both ofthese themes became prominent in
the twentieth-century literature on addiction.
THE OPIUM APOLOGISTS
WhileKerrandhiscolleagueslabouredtoestablishthediseasemodelofaddictionin
the 1880s and 1890s quite a different evaluation oftheeffects ofopium was being put
forward by a group ofmedical men and politicians writing in defence ofthe opium
trade between British India and China. Theirpublications wereprovoked by theanti-
opium publicity generated by the Society for the Suppression ofthe Opium Trade, a
Quaker-based organization, founded in 1874. The SSOT was dedicated to forcing the
Indian government out of the lucrative business of supplying Chinese smokers with
opiumgrownonagovernment monopoly. ThesocietyarguedthatBritainwasmorally
compromised by selling opium - "apoison" - to the Chinese, and demanded that the
trade cease at once.28
The opium apologists met this argument on several different levels. There was, to
begin with, the economic issue. Sir Rutherford Alcock and Sir George Campbell
24 Ibid., pp. 102-103.
25 Ibid., pp. 105-106.
26 Ibid., p. 109.
27 Ibid., p. 117.
28 Bruce D. Johnson, 'Righteousness before revenue: the forgotten moral crusade against the Indo-
Chinese opium trade', J. Drug Issues, 1975, 5: 304-326. On the opium trade itself, see David Owen, British
opiumpolicy in ChinaandIndia, NewYork,AcademyPress, 1928; PeterW. Fay, Theopium war, 1840-1842,
Chapel Hill, UniversityofNorthCarolinaPress, 1975;andBrianInglis, Theopiumwars,London, Hodder&
Stoughton, 1976.
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argued that, despite the hypocritical denunciations of Indian opium, the Chinese
government allowed opium to be grown within its own borders. Given the constant
demand for opium by Chinese smokers, the only effect of a ban on Indian opium
imports would be an increase of tax revenue for the-Chinese government, while the
government of India suffered accordingly.29
A somewhat different, althoughcomplementary line was argued by several eminent
medical men, who had served in the opium-eating regions of India, and the opium-
smokingregionsofChina. SirGeorgeBirdwoodwrotetwolettersonthesubjectwhich
were published in The Times in 1881 and 1882: "As regards opium-smoking", he
claimed, "Icanfromexperience testifythat itis, ofitself, absolutely harmless."30And,
ofopium-eating, he declared that "sound, hale people, in comfortable circumstances
who lead healthylives, seldom or never suffer from the habitual use ofopium, even in
quantitiesthat seem to beexcessive. There arefewfinerpeople in theworldthan those
of Goojerat, Kattywar, Cutch, and Central India, and they are all addicted to the
habitual use of opium."31 Surgeon-General Sir William Moore stated flatly that
"opium is not the destructive agentwhich anti-opiumists have declared it to be."32 To
those who claimed that the prolonged use of opium is deleterious to health, Moore
replied: "I assert that there is no organic disease traceable to the use of opium.
Functional disorders, more orless, maybe induced byexcessive use ofopium. Butthe
same may be said ofothercauses ofderanged health -gluttony, tea, tobacco, bad air,
mentalanxiety, etc."33 Infact, Mooreasserted, thoseIndianswhouseopiumregularly
and moderately are in better health than those who do not.
Finally, both Moore and F. J. Mouat, formerly a government medical inspector in
India, declaredthatopium-eatingwasamuchlessserioussocialproblemthanalcohol-
drinking.34 "Has an opium-eater ever been found to have knocked out his wife's
brains?" Mouat asked, "Is that civilised proceeding altogether unknown to the
alcoholic drunkard at home?"35 If opium were banned in India and China, they
argued, the result would be to drive opium-users to more harmful stimulants, like
alcohol or ganja.
The capstone to the opium apologists' argument came in the unlikely form of a
parliamentary blue book. In 1893, in response to the successful agitation by anti-
opiumists, Gladstone and the Liberal government of the day created a Royal
Commission to investigate opium-growing and opium-eating in India, and to make
recommendations on policy changes. In 1895, after two years of interviews with
experts in both London and India, thecommission published itsfinal report. Much to
thedismay ofthe anti-opiumists, the report was acomplete endorsement ofthe views
29 Rutherford Alcock, 'Opium and common sense', Nineteenth century, 1881, 10: 854-868; idem, 'The
opium trade', originally published in J. Society andArts, 20 January 1882, reprinted in Hartmann Henry
Sultzberger(editor), Allaboutopium, London, 1884, pp. 27-66; 'SirGeorgeCambell's lettertothe"Times",'
ibid., pp. 191-193.
30 'Sir George Birdwood's first letter to "The Times",' ibid., p. 22.
31 Ibid., p. 24.
32 William J. Moore, 'Opium: its use and abuse', Med Reporter, 1892, 1: 224.
33 Ibid., p. 225.
34 W. J. Moore, 'The opium question', Ind med Gaz., 1880, 225-230, 257-264; and F. J. Mouat, 'The
ethics of opium and alcohol', Lancet, 1892, ii: 1090-1092, 1152-1154.
35 Ibid., p. 1092.
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of the opium apologists. The commissioners found little evidence that opium-eating
ledtothephysical ormoraldecayofusers. Tothecontrary, theyfoundthatopiumwas
used intelligently as a medicine, in moderation as a stimulant, and that to deprive the
natives of the drug would cause great suffering.36
The report was widely publicized in the medical press, and caused consternation
among those who argued that opiate addiction was a disease. How could a substance
which had been found to be harmless, andeven beneficial, in India, be sopernicious in
England? The Opium Commission Report put the disease theorists on the defensive.
Virtually every discussion ofthe problem in the fifteen years after 1895 made mention
ofthereport. The onlypaperpublished bythe SSI in an attempt to reassert thedisease
theory of addiction in the face of the report's evidence was rambling and
unconvincing.37 Yet in spite of its undoubted influence, the Opium Commission
Reportdidnotrefutethediseasetheoryofaddiction. Thereportdelayeditstriumphby
making its proponents somewhat more cautious, and its audience somewhat more
sceptical. But in the end, the report was only a rearguard action.
THE DISEASE MODEL OF ADDICTION FROM THE 1890S THROUGH 1916
From the 1890s until 1916, a number of books and articles were published which
addressedtheissueofdrugaddiction. Inaddition, theleadingmedicaltextbooksbegan
to include achapter on the topic. The fundamental disputes ofthe nineteenth century
had either been resolved or brushed aside, and a wide consensus emerged on most of
the important aspects of a theory of drug addiction.
(1) Drug addiction is a disease like alcoholism; but narcotic drugs, while less
damaging in theirsocialeffects, are more ruinous forthe individual user. Although all
were in agreement with this central tenet, there was still considerable room for
manoeuvre. J. B. Mattison adhered to a "physicalist" definition of drug addiction:
"Tersely stated, it may be said that this disease involves the cerebro-spinal and
sympathetic systems, well attested clinical fact proving that they bear the brunt of
opium excess, which induces changes that give rise to great nervous derangement,
when the opiate is withdrawn, and which, in gradual withdrawal, is seldom entirely
avoided."38 Harrington Sainsbury, however, claimed that addiction was "a form of
Moral Insanity",39 and Sir William Collins called it "a disease ofthe will".40 Allbutt
and ]Dixon termed addiction "a vice", and included the censorious warning that
"nowadays whoso betakes himself to the morphia syringe does so of his own
naughtiness".41 In fact, these definitions did not reflect fundamental disagreements
amongtheauthors, butratherdifferingemphases onpartsofthe sameproblem. Ifone
36 Royal Commission on Opium, Final report, Parliamentary Papers, 1895, vol. 62, p. 31 ff.
37 William Huntley, 'Opium addiction: is it a disease?' Proc. SSI, November 1896, no. 50, pp. 1-12.
38J. B. Mattison, 'Thetreatmentofthemorphinedisease',ibid.,August 1892, no. 33,p. 1. MattisonandT.
D. Crothers, although Americans, were highly regarded in Britain. Their work was well known, and
Mattison was an honorary member of the SSI. Another American physician, H. H. Kane, whose many
books on drug addiction were published in the 1880s, was not influential in Britain.
39 Harrington Sainsbury, Drugs and the drug habit, London, Methuen, 1909, p. 223.
40 Sir William Collins, 'The ethics and law ofdrug and alcohol addiction', Br. J. Inebr., 1916, 13: 141.
41 T. Clifford Allbutt and W. E. Dixon, 'Opium posioning, and other intoxications', in Thomas Clifford
AllbuttandHumphry Davy Rolleston (editors), A systemofmedicinebymany writers, London, MacMillan,
1906, vol. 2, pt. 1, p. 949.
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considered the disease ofaddiction simply in terms ofthe morbideffects ofopiates on
the central nervous system, then the physicalist definition was quite adequate. But
Sainsbury and Collins, by borrowing contemporary psychiatric terminology, were
really trying to answer the question ofwhy a person voluntarily habituates himselfto
morphia. Allbutt and Dixon, in addressing the same question, slipped into an older
vocabulary, derived from a traditional morality, as Kerr had occasionally done in the
previous decade. Essentially theproblem was how todescribe adisease in which some
persons, at least, wilfully adopted a course ofself-destruction, with full knowledge of
its probable consequences.
T. D. Crothers made the most ambitious attempt to resolve this problem by
distinguishing between "morphinism" and "morphinomania". The former "describes
a condition following the prolonged use ofmorphin . . ." while the latter designates
"the condition ofpersons in whom the impulse to use morphin is ofthe nature ofa
mania, possessing the mind and dominating every thought, leaving but one supreme
desire - to procure morphin and experience the pleasure it gives".42 The morphinist,
although he had contracted the physical habit, retained his moral sensibilities and
sanity, whereas the morphinomaniac had lost both. Yet even Crothers admitted that
this theoretical distinction, which separates out the two elements ofaddiction, was of
limited utility in identifying patients: "The morphinist not infrequently becomes a
morphinomaniac .... These two classes are not always marked. They frequently
merge into each other, making it difficult to distinguish between them."43 Although
Crothers' solution was inadequate, he clearly recognized and addressed a problem
whichcontinuestoplaguedrugresearcherstoday: howdoesonesatisfactorilydescribe
a disease which has both physiological and psychological elements?44
(2) Some persons have a psychological predisposition to the use of stimulants
generally, and these people will often switch from onedrug to another, or use them in
combination. Manypersonschangetoalcoholinanattempt tobreakamorphiahabit,
orvice versa, and remain addicted to both. Lawton, Jennings, and Crothers all agreed
that the type most disposed to become drug addicts were "neurotics"; that is, those
persons who had inherited a defective nervous system.45 Allbutt and Dixon defined
neurotics as persons "who scent intoxicants from afar with a retriever-like instinct,
and, curious in their sensations, play in and out with all kinds of them."46 Jennings
stressed the futility of distinguishing among different kinds of addiction because
narcoticswereused sointerchangeably byaddicts: "Itmaybeobjected thatcocainism
is notmorphinism, butthiswould be anerror, foritisexceptional for acocaine addict
not to take morphia as well. Heroin-taking is also on the increase, and this synthetic
42 T. D. Crothers, Morphinism and narcomanias from other drugs, Philadelphia and London, W. B.
Saunders, 1902, p. 42.
43 Ibid., p. 43. See also pp. 44-45, 56.
44 See also Francis Hare, 'The withdrawal ofnarcotics from habitues', Br. J. Inebr., 1910, 8: 86; Oscar
Jennings, Themorphiahabitanditsvoluntaryrenunciation, London, Bailliere, Tindall,&Cox, 1909,pp.2,29,
44-45;WalterLawton, 'Stimulantsandnarcotics andtheirusersandabusers', Pharm J., 29February 1908,
p. 268; Huntly, op. cit., note 37 above, pp. 4-5; and William Osler, Theprinciples andpractice ofmedicine,
London and Edinburgh, Y. J. Pentland, 1894, p. 1005.
45 Lawton, op. cit., note 44 above, p. 269; Jennings, 'On the physiological cure of the morphia habit',
Lancet, 1901, ii: 361; and Crothers, op. cit., note 42 above, pp. 57, 134.
46 Allbutt and Dixon, op. cit., note 41 above, p. 951.
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alkaloid beingaderivative ofmorphia, heroin addiction is, to allintents andpurposes,
identical with morphinism."47
(3) Most drug habits are therapeutically-induced. A patient is given morphia and
perhaps instructed in the use ofa syringe by his doctor. After usingmorphia regularly
foraperiod ofweeks ormonths, hefindsthatheisunabletodowithoutit. Allbuttand
Dixon noted thataddiction isparticularlyeasyforthosewho begin to use morphiafor
"pain which is wearisome rather than acute".48 Sainsbury claimed that most persons
"flytodrugs . . . toescapeadistressofmindorbody".49Crothersconfessedthatgiven
its therapeutic importance, "actually no known dividing-line exists between the use
and abuse ofmorphin".50
(4) Morphia addiction is a disease of "modem civilization", which particularly
afflicts those who feel its pressures most acutely. As early as 1876, Benjamin Ward
Richardson had devoted a chapter to drug addiction in his Diseases ofmodern life.
T. D. Crothers echoed the same theme twenty-five years later, when he said that
morphinism was due "in large measure to modem civilisation, associated with the
rapid exhaustion following changes oflife and living". He claimed that morphia was
the popular antidote to those newly-emergent nervous diseases, "neurasthenia and
cerebrasthenia".51 Morphinism is particularly prevalent among "active brain-
workers, professional and businessmen, teachers and persons having large cares and
responsibilities".52 Lawton4qted that in addition to neurotics, persons of "artistic
temperament", including"geniuses", oftensuccumbtoaddiction.53 Oslerclaimedthat
"the habit is particularly prevalent among women and physicians". Mattison agreed
that "medical men . . . compose the better class ofhabitues",54 and Jennings was so
impressedbythepercentageofmedicalmenamonghisaddictpatientsthatheventured
the estimate that one out ofevery four medical men was addicted to narcotic drugs.55
(5)Whileitistruethatafewaddictscancarryon-acompletelynormallife solongas
they are not deprived of the drug, most will begin to show symptoms of physical,
psychological, andmoraldeclineafterprolonged use. AllbuttandDixongaveatypical
description of the process of degeneration:
But if the habit be continued and the doses increased, as will be assuredly the case and that quickly,
symptomsofbodilydiseasewillappear; sayinsix oreightmonthsatfarthest. Thefleshbegins tofall; the
facelosescolourandtakes on asallow, lustrelesshueand anagedexpression; theteeth areloosened, and
gradually even a young person becomes wizened, emaciated, and haggard. To this rule there are some
exceptions; afewpatientskeeptheirflesh, orevengrowfatandpuffy: suchpersons aregoodfeeders, take
wine freely, and probably escape the catarrh ofthe stomach which attacks the greater number oftheir
fellows. Constipation isalways present, often in mostobstinate degrees; themouth isparched, and other
secretions asa rule arearrested; though somemorphinists sweatprofusely. Still, formanyyears life goes
47 Jennings, op. cit., note 45 above, pp. 193-194.
48 Allbutt and Dixon, op. cit., note 41 above, p. 951.
49 Sainsbury, op. cit., note 39 above, p. 227.
50 Crothers, op. cit., note 42 above, p. 46.
51 Ibid., pp. 32-33.
52 Ibid. Robert Armstrong-Jones used almostexactly the same language in 'Drugaddiction in relation to
mental disorder', Br. J. Inebr., 1915, 12: 129.
53 Lawton, op. cit., note 44 above, p. 269.
54 Osler, op. cit., note 44 above, p. 1005.
55 Jennings, op. cit., note 44 above, 'Preface'; and idem, 'The frequency ofmorphinism', Br. J. Inebr.,
1910, 8: 193-196.
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on, andtheconstitution doesnot break up: morphinists donot, however, livetofullage; and, ifthe habit
becontracted in old age, the patient fadesaway in no long time. In youngersubjects the social affections
grow cold; waywardness and caprice deepen into selfishness and physical and moral degradation; the
fitful charms ofcharacter or the powers ofmind, ifany such there were, are blotted and spent; memory
fails; amenorrhoea and sterility overtake the woman, and impotence the man; irregular febrile attacks
appear; albumin may be found in the urine; even sleep is heavy, or is exhausting and disturbed by
hallucinations; abscesses arise at the punctures ofthe unclean needle, and heal badly; the mouth is dry;
the teeth decay; gastric catarrh increases, with symptoms ofnausea, retching and flatulence, and ofan
epigastric or substernal pain which is rather too characteristic ofmorphinism to be put down merely to
catarrh; thethreadoflifegrowsfrailer;allcapacityforfitfulworkdisappears; theintercurrentmiseriesof
the habit areintensified, themoments ofexcitement brieferand lesseffectual, until thepatientcurses the
day he was born: in latermiddle life at farthest hedies, usuallycut offquicklyby somechancemalady.56
(6) Gradual withdrawal over a period of several days or two or three weeks is
preferable to either sudden withdrawal or drug substitution. Allbutt and Dixon,
writing in 1906, noted that "the chief and most grievous symptom is the dangerous
collapse which may follow withdrawal, and ifthe withdrawal be sudden it may reach
an alarming andeven fatal degree." Buttheyadded that"as the sudden withdrawal of
morphine is no longer practised this collapse may pass out of observation."'57 The
writers who touched on the subject agreed on the superiority ofgradual withdrawal,
althoughafewaddedmodifications. Jenningsstressedtheimportanceofmodifyingthe
speed ofthe withdrawal to the ability ofthe patient to sustain it;58 Hare advocated
sudden withdrawal for those recent addicts who had built up little tolerance for the
drug;59andCrotherssuggestedthat"acertainnumberofpersonswhoseaddictionhas
continued for many years, and who have passed middle life and are very much
debilitated physically and mentally" might be maintained on morphia under a
physician's care.60
(7)Theprognosis forthecuredpatientdependsuponmanyfactors. Oslervoicedthe
widespread opinion that "after an apparentcure the [addict] patients are only too apt
to lapse into the habit".61 Perhaps understandably, his pessimism was not shared by
those physicians who specialized in curing addicts. Allbutt and Dixon cited the high
failure rate for others, but claimed that "on the whole, our own cases have shewn no
inevitable tendency to relapse".62 Jennings, who admitted that he took only those
patientswho showed astrongdesiretobecured,claimedanastounding success rateof
ninety per cent.63 Lawton wrote that "morphinism is very curable", although he
regarded those addicted to cocaine as beyond hope.64 The mostcarefulconsideration
of the question of relapse was written by T. D. Crothers: "The prognosis in
56 Allbutt and Dixon, op. cit., note41 above, pp. 954-955. SeealsoOsler, op. cit., note44above, p. 1006;
Lawton, op.cit., note44above, p. 545;Jennings, op.cit.,note44above,pp. 14-18;Jennings, op.cit.,note55
above, p. 194; A. H. Prichard, 'An aspect ofthemorphia habit in anearlystage', Clin J., 5 August 1903, p.
256;Sainsbury,op.cit.,note39above,pp.219-223;Huntley,op.cit.,note37above,p.9;andCrothers,op.cit.,
note 42 above, pp. 45-53, 106-115.
57 Allbutt and Dixon, op. cit., note41 above, p. 958. This had notalways been thecase; seeS. J. Sharkey,
'The treatment ofmorphia habitues by suddenly discontinuing the drug', Lancet, 1883, ii: 1120-1121.
58 Jennings, op. cit., note 45 above, p. 361.
59 Hare, op. cit., note 44 above, p. 87.
60 Crothers, op. cit., note 42 above, p. 141.
61 Osler, op. cit., note 44 above, p. 1007.
62 Allbutt and Dixon, op. cit., note 41 above, p. 962.
63 Jennings, op. cit., note 44 above, p. 9.
64 Lawton, op. cit., note 44 above, p. 570.
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morphinism will vary verywidely according to thecondition ofthe patient, the length
oftime ofthe addiction, and the influence ofheredity."65 The possibility ofa cure, he
believed, is especially doubtful in cases in which the patient has a long-standing
addiction, achronicdisease, aneurotictemperament, orasecondaddictivedrughabit.
All such patients invariably relapse.66
Even on the question of treatment, about which many heated words were
exchanged, thewriters wereinagreementonthemajorissues: patientsmustbeisolated
in an asylum or other institution; and substitution ofsuch drugs as cocaine, cannabis
indica, or even heroin - which had been variously recommended in the last three
decades ofthe nineteenth century -was aterrible mistake. They disagreed only on the
minorandtechnicalquestionsofhowbest tomanage apatientsundergoingtreatment,
and how to alleviate withdrawal pains. Mattison recommended regular doses of
sodium ofbromide to subdue the "aches, pains, yawning, sneezing, shivering, nausea,
vomiting, diarrhoea, restlessness, delirium, convulsions, exhaustion, [and] collapse"
whichare"incidenttosuddenopiatequitting".67Crothersnotedthatmanypatientsare
dependent upon the needle, and that injections must be continued duringwithdrawal,
even if they contain only minute traces of the drug.68 Jennings proselytized. for his
"therapeutictriad" ofhearttonics, bicarbonate ofsodatoneutralizehyperacidity, and
Turkish or hot-air baths as a sedative.69 Allbutt and Dixon disagreed with Jennings'
advocacy ofheart tonics, and preferred hot water enemas to bicarbonate ofsoda for
diarrhoea. But, theyclaimed "whateverthevalueofauxiliarydrugs, theimportance of
nourishmentismuchgreater .... Whenthenauseaorvomitingaretroublesome, cold-
meatjellies, iced coffee with orwithout cream, icedchampagne, and the like, must be
tried by the mouth, and supplemented by nutritive enemas. As the stomach becomes
morecapable ofwork, turtleandotherstrongsoups, andlikegenerous andrestorative
foods, mustbepressed on thepatient; andgentle massageused topromoteabsorption
and blood formation."70 These heated exchanges over the relative values ofTurkish
baths, champagne, and turtle soup may have absorbed their authors, but in fact they
represent little real divergence ofopinion. On the important issue, British physicians
agreed about how to cure drug addiction.
PORTRAYAL OF DRUG ADDICTION IN POPULAR LITERATURE
By 1910, then, the disease model of drug addiction was mature. Although it had
originally been developed in the professional medical literature, it eventually filtered
into popular fiction andjournalism.7' Particularly in the decade after 1908, there was
an outburst of popular writings on the subject. One can see, through the raging
emotions, the ruined virgins, and the conspiratorial Chinese of these tales, the clear
outline of the disease model of drug addiction that had been developed by medical
65 Crothers, op. cit., note 42 above, p. 139.
66 Ibid., pp. 139-141.
67 Mattison, op. cit., note 38 above, p. 1.
68 Crothers, op. cit., note 42 above, p. 173.
69 Jennings, op. cit., note 45 above, passim; and op. cit., note 44 above, passim, esp. pp. 6-7.
70 Allbutt and Dixon, op. cit., note 41 above, p. 256; and Hare, op. cit., note 44 above, pp. 89-90.
71 The popularization had begun as early as the 1880s, most notably with Seymour Sharkey's
'Morphinomania', Nineteenth Century, 1887, 22: 335-342.
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writers in theprevious decades. Consider, forexample, this fairly typical piece ofpulp
fiction: "The grey land of drugs. Arranged from the confessions of a sojourner. By
Kate Jordan", published in Pearson's Magazine in 1916.
The heroine is a young widow, who becomes a drug addict to assuage the physical
and psychic pain she feels immediately after the death ofher husband. She begins by
taking orally the morphia that has beenprescribed forherby herphysician. Her habit
grows from half a grain to six grains per day by the end ofthe year. Her behaviour
changes from eccentricity to mania. When an old friend guesses that she is amorphia-
taker, the heroine denies it, and breaks offtheirfriendship. Shemoves to London, but
continues to deteriorate, both physically and morally, becoming a recluse and a
shoplifter. Eventually she meets a fellow-addict from whom she learns how to inject
morphia hypodermically: "It is true a twinge of my native fastidiousness made me
shudder when I first saw the secret parts of her body lacerated and green from a
thousand needle pricks, with scattered inflammations and small ulcers; butthis oozed
away, asdidallnormalsensations, tobecomeapartofthehazeinthegreylandwhereI
was a psychic cripple, drifting to complete demoralisation."72 In the company ofher
fellowaddict, ourheroinesquandersallofhercapital,andreachesthedepthsofhuman
existence:
Thelast stagesofmydebilitation had setin. In myoldclothes I onlywent outatnight. Mydruggeddays
were spent reading trashy, exciting romances picked up by the armful at second-hand book-shops, and
talkinggibberish to animals .... I had been growing steadily unclean. Soon I dispensed with my maid,
and the home grew a well ofdisorder. I ceased changing my clothing or my undergarments. I ceased
taking baths; even the thought offreshening water on my flesh would put an edge on my teeth. From
tolerating dirt I came to find warmth, even comfort, in bodily staleness .... Though my dose ofpoison
was now very heavy, its effects were failing. No longer that first feeling of bien-etre! No more hazy
beatitudes! . . . As thiscould not beenduredwithout apalliative ofsome sort I began todrinkwhiskey.
Mycalloused senses to be affected required large quantities ofit, and I took it raw. All this before I was
thirty.73
Suffice it to saythat ourheroine isfinally rescued byherrejected but faithfulfriend,
who brings her to her senses. Sheundergoes agradualdetoxification programme, and
isrestored-almost-toherformerself: "Yetitwould befutile to supposethatanyone
could have lived so long debased and come so close to death, and bear no marks. My
healthwillneverfullyreturn. I mustalwayshidemyneedle-corroded arms. Butthisisa
small price, after all, for sanity and fearless eyes to meet the clean sweet sun!"74
Thus the disease theory ofdrugaddiction, in virtually every specific, was translated
into popular literature, and the image of the drug user was transformed from the
unfortunate but fairly normal habitue ofthe nineteenth century, into the crazed dope
fiend of the twentieth.75
EFFECT OF THE DISEASE MODEL OF DRUG ADDICTION ON NARCOTICS POLICY
In the 1920s, thedisease model ofaddiction waschallenged from a newdirection. In
72 Kate Jordan, 'The grey land of drugs. Arranged from the confession of a sojourner', Pearson's
Magazine, 1916, p. 306.
73 Ibid., p. 307.
74 Ibid., p. 308.
75 Othercontemporary fiction embodying thediseasetheory ofdrugaddiction includes MaudDiver, The
great amulet(1908): Sax Rohmer, Dope: astory ofChinatown andthedrug traffic(1919), Aleister Crowley,
The diary ofa drugfiend (1922); and Mary Lake, The drug slave (1913).
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theUnited States, legislation intendedtocurborprohibittheuseofnarcoticdrugshad
been enacted at the state and local levels from the 1870s, and at the federal level
somewhat later. The Harrison Act of 1914, as interpreted by the Supreme Court,
completed the legislative process which had gradually transformed the drug addict
from apatient into acriminal.76 Initially it seemed that Britain would follow the same
path. Regulation 40B of the Defence of the Realm Act (1916), and the Dangerous
Drugs Act (1920) for the first time regulated the trade in narcotic drugs, and could
easily have led to the full-scale criminalization of the issue of drug addiction.77
In 1924, in the wake of sensational journalistic allegations of widespread drug-
taking in Londonandotherlargecities, the Minister ofHealth, actinginco-operation
withtheHomeOffice, appointedacommitteetoinvestigatetheextent ofnarcoticdrug
addictioninthekingdom. Certainly themoststrikingfeatureaboutthecommittee was
its composition. It was chaired by Sir Humphry Rolleston, and composed entirely of
medical men. Itincluded severalphysicians-SirWilliamWillcox, R. W. Branthwaite,
and Professor W. E. Dixon - who had close ties to the SSI, and who had published
papers on drug addiction. Thus British politicians and bureaucrats accepted that
policy recommendations on drug addiction should be made solely by recognized
medical experts. As if to confirm their judgment, the committee interviewed only
medical men and those connected with the drug trade. (The only exception, among
thirty-four witnesses, was Sir Archibald Bodkin, the Director of Public
Prosecutions).78
The Rolleston committee's report, issued in 1926, defined an addict as "a person
who,notrequiringthecontinueduseofadrugforthereliefofthesymptomsoforganic
disease, hasaquired, asaresultofrepeatedadministration, anoverpoweringdesirefor
its continuance, and in whom withdrawal ofthe drug leads to definite symptoms of
mental orphysical distress ordisorder."79According to thetestimonyofallwitnesses,
"in this country, addiction to morphine or heroin is rare", and "has diminished in
recentyears".80 Under"Natureandcausation", thereportstatedthataddiction"must
beregardedasamanifestation ofdisease, andnotasamereformofviciousindulgence.
Inotherwords,thedrugistakeninsuchcasesnotforthepurposeofobtainingpositive
pleasure, but in order to relieve a morbid and overpowering craving."81
The report stressed that most addicts acquired their habits in the course ofmedical
treatment, although "mental or nervous instability" is a predisposing factor. The
"abruptwithdrawal" methodoftreatment, favouredbymanyAmericanphysicians, is
fraught with danger, and may well lead to the patient's fatal collapse. Gradual
withdrawal, tailoredtotheneeds oftheindividualpatient, isaltogethersaferandmore
effective.82
76 David F. Musto, The Americandisease: originsofnarcoticcontrol. New Haven, Yale University Press,
1973.
77 Virginia Berridge, 'War conditions and narcotics control: the passing of the defense of the realm
regulation40B', J. Soc. PoL., 1978,7: 285-304. VirginiaBerridge, 'Moralityandmedical science: conceptsof
narcotic addiction in Britain, 1820-1924', Ann ScL, 1979, 36: 67-85.
78 Ministry of Health, Departmental committee on morphine and heroin addiction report, London,
H.M.S.O., 1926, 'Appendix'.
78 Ibid., P. 9.
80 Ibid., p. 10.
81 Ibid., p. II.
82 Ibid., pp. 14-15.
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Prognosis for most addicts is not favourable: "Relapse, sooner or later, appears to
be the rule, and permanent cure the exception. With two exceptions, the most
optimistic observers did notclaim a higherpercentage oflastingcuresthan from 15 to
20percent."83Thereportrecommendedthattwoclassesofpersonsshouldcontinue to
be maintained on non-increasing doses of opiates: "Those in whom a complete
withdrawalofmorphineorheroinproducesserioussymptomswhichcannotbetreated
satisfactorily under the ordinary conditions of private practice; and those who are
capable ofleading a fairly normal and useful life [sic] so long as they take a certain
quantity, usually small, of their drug ofaddiction, but not otherwise."84
Finally, thereportinsisted thatmedical mencontinue tohavecompletecontrol over
theprescribinganddispensingofnarcoticdrugs,subjectonlytothereviewofamedical
tribunal composed ofthree medical men and a legal assessor. The report strenuously
denied the need for further regulation which would impinge on the professional
autonomy of medical men. While the committee did not challenge the right of the
government to regulate the manufacture, trade, and retail sale of narcotic drugs, it
strongly attacked the suggestion that the government regulate thephysician's right to
prescribe narcotic drugs freely. Clearly the Rolleston committee was prepared to
recommend only those measures to deal with drug addiction which did not encroach
on the professional prerogatives ofmedical men. Despite its limitations, the report,
alongwith the Dangerous Drugs Acts oftheearly 1920s, remained the basis ofBritish
policy toward narcotic drugs until 1968.
The Rollestoncommitteereport, then, wastheculminationoftheattempts todefine
drug addiction as a disease. The dispassionate, bureaucratic prose ofthe report is in
distinctcontrast to the outbursts ofmoral outrage thatoccasionally burstthroughthe
surface ofearlier medical writings on the subject. By 1926, the medicalization ofthe
"problem" ofaddiction was complete; it could be discussed by medical men like any
other disease, without a moral quaver in their collective voice.
WHY DID MEDICAL MEN DEFINE DRUG ADDICTION AS A DISEASE?
Ifmedical menhadbeen aware thatopiumproducedpatientdependence, tolerance,
and withdrawal as early as the eighteenth century, why was it not until the 1870s and
1880s that they began to consider opium addiction a disease? The answer to this
question is multi-layered.
First,andmostimportant, subcutaneous injectionmadeitpossibleforthepatientto
take amuchlargerdose ofmorphia than wasusually taken in laudanum. An ounceof
laudanum contained about one grain of morphia. Although some morphia addicts
kept their daily dosage at five grains or less, ten to twelve grains was more common,
and thirty, forty, or fifty grains per day was not unusual. While there were a few
laudanum addicts - most notably Thomas DeQuincey - whose dosage was a pint or
more of laudanum per day, these were very unusual. The more typical dose for a
laudanum addict was one or two ounces, far below the usual quantity taken by a
morphiaaddict.85And,becausethemorphiawasinjectedratherthaningested,lesswas
83 Ibid., p. 17.
84 Ibid., p. 18.
85 These figures are derived from our calculations of dosages of several hundred cases of habituation
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lost in the process of absorption, and a higher proportion of the drug reached the
central nervous system. Thus medical men were seeing, in morphia addicts, patients
whowereabsorbingamuchgreaterquantity ofthedrugthanwereopiumaddicts, and
whose physiological complaints were therefore intensified.
Second, the concept ofdrug addiction - especially in its more rigid and moralistic
formulation -was in part a reaction to the sanguine predictions about morphia in the
1850s and 1860s. A theme that runs through the drug addiction literature is that
physicianswere, andareguiltyofcreatingdrugdependenceintheirpatientsbecauseof
their incautious administration ofmorphia. One way to counter this trend is to warn
physicians that, by using morphia, they risk creating a new disease even more
dangerous than the disease they are trying to treat with it.
Third, physicians were appalled that they had lost control of this new therapy.
Initially, hypodermic injections were administered only by physicians, often in a
hospital orotherinstitution. Butsyringeseventually passedinto thehandsofpatients,
their servants and relatives, since it was often not possible for a medical man to
adminster every injection personally. Furthermore, there was no significant legal
restriction on the sale ofmorphia until 1916. Medical prescriptions belonged to the
patient, and could be refilled indefinitely. From the 1890s, medical men lobbied for
legislation to make prescriptions for narcotic drugs non-repeatable. It is possible to
interpretthis asa self-serving attemptbymedicalmen toenhance theirfeesbymaking
patientsmoredependent uponthem. Inpart, itundoubtedly was. Butfrom adifferent
perspective, the same demand can be seen as a call for a preventative public health
measure. Ifaddiction is a disease, then it is essential to keep the infectious agent away
from the potential victim to the greatest extent possible.
Fourth, the concept of addiction was shaped in part by the class of patients that
physicians were seeing. Opium - in powder, pills, laudanum, or in patent or
proprietary medicines - could be purchased over the counter at chemists' and other
shops. Inanagewhenthefeesofmedicalmenoftenplacedtheirservicesoutofreachof
poorpeople, except intimes ofgravedistress, opiumwas acheapandeffective formof
self-medication. Many persons became opium habitues without ever seeing a
physician, and without recognizing that they were sick. Morphia addiction, however,
asatherapeutically-induced disease, wasusuallylimited tothewell-to-dobecausethey
were mostlikely toconsult aphysician when they were ill, and to be able to afford the
costofmorphiaandsyringes. Finally, thecostoftreatmentforaddictioncouldbevery
high. Dr. Oscar Jennings, for example, charged 200 guineas, payable in advance, for
treatmentinhisretreatoutsideofParis.86Notsurprisingly, then,medicalwritersspoke
ofdrugaddictionasadiseaseof"brainworkers", or"theupperclasses". Quitesimply,
those were the patients whom they saw.
So farwe havelimited ourexplanation forwhymedical men defineddrug addiction
asadisease tofactorsarisingfromthedoctor'sinteractionwithhispatient. Butthereis
another, lessimmediatelevel ofcausation, rootedinthechangingroleand statusofthe
reportedinthemedicalpress. Forafullerdiscussionoftheissue, seeourforthcomingbook, 'Dopefiendsand
gentlewomen: opium and British society 1800-1926' (Institute for the Study of Human Issues, 1981).
86 G. Laughton Scott, The morphine habit and itspainless treatment, London, H. K. Lewis, 1930, p. 87.
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medical profession in Victorian society. It is by now a commonplace among social
historians that nineteenth-century medical men were appropriating certain functions
previously exercized by priests. Physicians, the new guardians of morality, simply
substituted new names for ancient evils: madness became mental illness; drunkenness
became alcoholism; and the sin of Onan became masturbation. The old sins to be
confronted and overcome were, by the late nineteenth century, diseases to be cured.
As late as the early nineteenth century, the very concept of disease was still ill-
formed. Nineteenth-century medical men managed symptoms, notjust because they
could not cure diseases, but often because they had difficulty identifying them. While
some diseases, especially acute, epidemic diseases, like smallpox, had been identified,
andeventreatedeffectively, others,especiallyendemicandchronicdiseases,wereoften
confused with the symptoms they produced. The old humoral theory ofdisease had
been discredited in the eighteenth century, but nothing had replaced it.87
Adding to the discomforts ofmedical men in the early nineteenth century was their
organizational disarray. The tidy distinction among physicians, surgeons, and
apothecaries was breaking down. The elitist medical establishment, centred in the
Royal Colleges, was under severe attack from reformers like Thomas Wakley and his
journal, the Lancet, and organizations of dissatisfied general practitioners, like the
Provincial Medical and Surgical Association (later to become the British Medical
Association).88 On both theoretical and organizational levels, then, the medical
profession in the early nineteenth century was weak and on the defensive.
By the late nineteenth century, however, the situation had changed considerably.
From pioneering studies at the Paris hospital, and the work ofSchwann and Virchow
came the basis of a scientific, cellular pathology. The work of bacteriologists, most
notably Koch and Pasteur, eventually gave the medical profession the germ theory of
disease.89Whiletheseaccomplishmentsdidnotimmediatelyleadtodramaticadvances
intherapeutics, theydidgivemedicalmenaconfidencethattheycouldidentifydiseases
and their causes with a precision previously unknown. The work of the reformers
eventually produced the Medical Act of 1858, which laid the basis for the legal
87ErwinAckerknecht, Therapeuticsftom theprimitives to the twentiethcentury, NewYork, Hafner, 1973;
LesterS. King, Themedicalworldoftheeighteenthcentury, Huntington, N.Y., RobertE. Krieger., 1971, (1st
ed., University ofChicago Press, 1958); idem, 'Medical philosophy, 1836-1844', in LloydG. Stevenson and
Robert P. Multhauf (editors), Medicine, science and culture, Baltimore, Md., Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1968, pp. 143-159; and Gerald Geison, 'Social and institutional factors in the stagnancy ofEnglish
physiology, 1840-1870', Bull. Hist. Med, 1972, 46: 30-58.
88 M.JeannePeterson, Themedicalprofession inmid-VictorianLondon, Berkeley, University ofCalifornia
Press, 1978,passim,esp.ch. I; CharlesNewman, Theevolutionofmedicaleducation in thenineteenthcentury,
London, OxfordUniversityPress, 1957; W.J. Reader,Professionalmen: theriseoftheprofessionalclassesin
nineteenth century England, London, Weidenfield &Nicolson, 1966; Noel Parry andJose Parry, The riseof
the medical profession: a study of collective mobility, London, Croom Helm, 1976; and Edwina C.
Sherrington, 'Thomas Wakley and reform: 1832-62', unpublished D.Phil. thesis, University of Oxford,
1973.
89 Erwin Ackerknecht, Medicine at the Paris hospital, 1794-1848, Baltimore, Md., Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1967; W. H. McMenemey, 'Cellular pathology, with special reference to influence of
Virchow's teachings on medical thought andpractice', in F. N. L. Poynter (editor), Medicineandscience in
the 1860s, London, Wellcome Institute for the History ofMedicine, 1968, pp. 13-43; William Bulloch, The
history ofbacteriology, London, Oxford University Press, 1938, (reprinted 1960); Hubert A. Lechevalier
and MorrisSolotorovsky, Threecenturiesofmicrobiology, NewYork, McGraw-Hill, 1965; andJ.K. Crellin,
'The dawn of the germ theory: particles, infection, and biology', in Poynter (editor), op. cit., pp. 57-76.
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structure ofthe modem medical profession. And, as M. Jeanne Peterson has recently
shown, medical men began to carve out a new autonomy for themselves by the power
they wielded first in medical schools, and eventually in major teaching hospitals.90
Finally, the public health movement achieved considerable legislative success in the
1860s and 1870s, which vindicated an interventionist stance, and encouraged British
medical men to extend the scope ofpublic health concerns.91 By the 1880s, medical
men were considerably more confident and aggressive than they had beenjust thirty
years before. Theybelievedthattheycoulddefinediseasewithaccuracy, andtheywere
willing to push for legislation which they believed was necessary to control it. At this
level ofanalysis, then, the definition ofdrug addiction as a disease was simply one of
the smaller conquests made by the advancing medical army in the late nineteenth
century.
Morespecifically, theattempttodefinedrugaddictionasadiseasewasderivedfrom,
andsecondaryto,themoreimportantattempttodefinealcoholismasadisease. Unlike
someGermanandAmericanphysicians, whosawdrugaddiction asauniqueproblem,
to bediscussed singularly, Britishphysicians tended to see itaspartofthemuchwider
problem of "inebriety" or "narcomania". Indeed, drug addiction was often called
"drug inebriety"; it was regularly subsumed in broader discussions, such as
Richardson's Diseases of modern life, or Kerr's Inebriety or narcomania; and it
occupied a decidedly secondary position in the concerns ofthe SSI. Even many ofthe
most important sub-issues -inheritability, psychic as opposed to physiological causal
factors, orcompulsory confinement ofaddicts - were derived from the contemporary
discussion on alcoholism.92 Not until the end of the first decade of the twentieth
century did drug addiction clearly emerge in Britain as an entirely separate issue in
both professional and popular literature.
DRUG ADDICTION AND THE HISTORIOGRAPHY OF MEDICINE
Thedominanttraditioninthehistoriography ofmedicinehasbeen, andcontinuesto
be, progressivist and heroic; that is, it conceives ofthe history ofmedicine, at least in
modern times, as a march of progress, led by the discoveries of selfless physician-
scientists. Medical knowledge, in this tradition, is assumed to be objective, verifiable
data about nature. Recently, this tradition has come under attack from different
directions. Some social historians, in their studies ofnineteenth-century medical men,
have found them to be interested less in advancing medical knowledge than in their
own statusandincome. M. JeannePeterson'sfinestudyofmid-Victorianmedicalmen
in London portrays a medical elite raised to leading positions in the Royal Colleges,
medical schools, and major hospitals not by superior knowledge, but by superior
90 Peterson, op. cit., note 88 above, passim
91 William Frazer, A history ofEnglishpublic health, 1834-1939, London, Bailliere, Tindall &Cox, 1950,
chs. 1-7; C. Fraser Brockington, Public health in the nineteenth century, Edinburgh, E. & S. Livingstone,
1965; Jeanne L. Brand, Doctorsandthestate: the British medicalprofession andgovernment action inpublic
health, 1870-1912, Baltimore, Md.,Johns HopkinsUniversityPress, 1965; Roy M. Macleod, 'Theanatomy
of state medicine: concept and application', in Poynter (editor), op. cit., note 89 above, pp. 199-227.
92William F. Bynum, 'Chronicalcoholism inthefirsthalfofthe 19thcentury', Bull. Hist. Med, 1968,42:
160-185; andAmyA. Pruitt, 'Approaches toalcoholism inmid-Victorian Britain', ClioMedica, 1974,9;93-
101.
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connexions. AndrewScull'sexamination ofVictorianalienistsdepictsagroupof"mad
doctors" who struggled to grab and hold power in the burgeoning lunatic asylums in
spite oftheir admitted inability to cure their patients. And Terry Parssinen's study of
theconflictbetweenmesmeristsandmedicalmeninthe 1840sand 1850sshowsthatthe
latter were less interested in the efficacy than in the respectability ofnew therapies.93
While these scholars have questioned the selfless motives of medical men, other
scholars havecastdoubt on the objectivity oftheirmedical knowledge. Thomas Szasz
argues that mental illness has no more foundation in nature than did heresy or
witchcraft in the middle ages. Carol Smith-Rosenberg, along with other feminist
historians, has interpreted theexplosion ofwomen'sdiseases inthenineteenthcentury
as the result of the repressive social relations between Victorian men and women.
RobertNeumanclaimsthattheobsession ofthenineteenth-century physicianwiththe
"disease" ofmasturbatoryinsanityresultedfromhisprojecting"ontothemasturbator
manyofhisownrepressedfantasiesandguilt". And,inanarticleoftrulybreathtaking
audacity, Karl Figlio argues that the nineteenth-century medical definition of
chlorosis, a chronic disease of adolescence, must be seen as an ideological concept,
originating in the relations ofproduction of a capitalist society.94 The thrust ofthis
radical critique oftraditional medical historiography cannot be adequately expressed
in the distinctions between social as opposed to scientific medicine, and an
"externalist" as opposed to an "internalist" perspective. The radicals are putting
forward an alternative historiography, in which medical men are portrayed, not as
disembodiedintellects, butassocialproductsofaspecificculture, andinwhichmedical
knowledge is conceived as ideology in the service of an elite, with no more claim to
objectivity than political or philosophical ideas.
This conflict between traditional and radical historiography ofmedicine recurs in
the literature on the concept of drug addiction. Glenn Sonnedecker's article,
'Emergenceoftheconceptofopiateaddiction', istraditional inbothformandcontent.
After a brief review of medical writings on opium from ancient Egypt through the
seventeenth century, Sonnedecker notes that Jones, Crumpe, and others pointed out
phenomena related to opiate dependence, but "eighteenth century thought about the
compulsive useofopiates smacked ofdescriptions ofcabinetcuriosities, and, inform,
remained ill-defined ifnot confused. The lack ofeven an agreed-upon term suggests
93Peterson, op. cit., note 88 above, AndrewScull, Museumsofmadness: thesocialorganisation ofinsanity
in 19th centuryEngland, London, Allen Lane, 1979; andTerry M. Parssinen, 'Professional deviants and the
history of medicine; mesmerists and medical men in Victorian Britain', in Roy Wallis (editor), On the
margins of science: the social construction of rejected knowledge, Sociological Review monographs,
University ofKeele, 1979.
94 Thomas Szasz, The myth ofmental illness, New York, Dell, 1961; idem, The manufacture ofmadness,
NewYork, Harper&Row, 1970; Carol Smith-Rosenberg, 'Puberty tomenopause: thecycleoffemininityin
nineteenthcenturyAmerica', inM. HartmanandL. Banner(editors), Clio'sconsciousnessraised,NewYork,
Harper & Row, 1974; idem, 'The hysterical woman: sex roles and role conflict in nineteenth century
America', Social Research, 1972, 39: 652-678; C. Smith-Rosenberg and Charles Rosenberg, 'The female
animal: medical and biological views ofwoman and her role in nineteenth century America', J. Am. Hist.,
1973, 60: 332-356; Robert Neuman, 'The priests of the body and masturbatory insanity in the late
nineteenth century', Psychohist. Rev., 1978, 4: 21-32; Karl Figlio, 'Chlorosis and chronic disease in
nineteenth century Britain: the social constitution of somatic illness in a capitalist society', Social Hist.,
1978, 3: 167-197. See also idem, 'The historiography of scientific medicine: an invitation to the human
sciences', Comp. Stud Soc. and Hist., 1977, 19: 262-286.
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that the idea remained amorphous, and the attention to it casual and unfocussed."95
The hero of Sonnedecker's tale, predictably, is Edward Levinstein, whose book was
enormously influential, he believes, "in placing the concept ofaddiction on concrete
andcommon ground, and in raisinginformed medical discussion, henceforth, beyond
the level ofcurious speculation and arm-chair moralizing."96 The nineteenth-century
tendency to view addiction within a context of racialism and moralism were
"complications" whichdetracted from atrulyscientificunderstanding oftheissue. He
identifies, as a paradigm of this scientific understanding, the definition of drug
addiction given by the World Health Organization's committee on addiction in 1955.
Implicit in Sonnedecker's article is the assumption that addiction is, and was, a real
disease, awaitingadiscoverer. Histask, ashistorian, istotracethemedicalwritingson
thesubject, andtohandoutlaurelsorbrickbats totheirauthors,dependingupontheir
proximity to our present understanding.
Thomas Szasz offers us a rather different perspective. In a book published in 1974,
he extends his radical critique ofmental illness to the issue ofdrug addiction. The full
titleisanadumbrationofhisargument: Ceremonialchemistry: theritualpersecution of
drugs, addicts,andpushers. Szaszcomesdirectlytothepointinthefirstparagraph: "In
itspresentpopularandprofessionaluse, theterm 'addiction' refersnottoadiseasebut
to adespised kindofdeviance. Hencetheterm'addict' refersnottoabonafidepatient
but to a stigmatized identity, usually stamped on a person against his or her will.
Addiction (ordruguse)thusresemblesmentalillnessandwitchcraft, andtheaddict(or
drug abuser) resembles the mental patient and witch, inasmuch as all ofthese names
identify categories ofdeviance and their occupants."97 Szasz denies that there is any
pharmacological basis to addiction. The concept is better understood as part ofthe
beliefsystem ofthe quasi-religion ofmodem medicine: "Addictive drugs stand in the
same sort of relation to ordinary or non-addictive drugs as holy water stands in
relation to ordinary or non-holy water."98 Szasz is difficult to resist. He has all the
appealofamodemTomPaineindictingGeorgeIIIinthewhitecoatofaphysician. We
have read Szasz and lost ourinnocence. Aboutdrugaddiction, we no longerask, with
Sonnedecker, "Howdidmedicalmendiscoverit?",but"Whydidtheycreateit?" Such
aperspectivecan beenormouslyfruitful, aswehope thatwehave shown. Itleads us to
consider what effect social, cultural, and political factors may have had on the
development of the concept of drug addiction.
Having admitted our indebtedness to Szasz, we want to put some distance between
him and us. Using evidence as thin as workhouse gruel, Szasz presents a
unidimensional explanation for why the concept of drug addiction developed as it
did.99 Like mental illness, drug addiction was cut from whole cloth by psychiatrists
who wished to extend their control over individuals' behaviour. Wielding the
therapeutic ideology, psychiatristscreateddeviantsexnihilo. Givenhispenchanttosee
95 GlennSonnedecker, 'Emergence oftheconcept ofopiate addiction', J. mond Pharm., 1962, No. 3, pp.
275-290, 1963, No. 1, pp. 27-34; reprinted, Madison, Wis., American Institute fortheHistory ofPharmacy,
1962-63, p. 16.
96 Ibid., p. 22.
97 Thomas Szasz, Ceremonial chemistry: the ritualpersecution ofdrugs, addicts andpushers, London,
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1974, p. xv.
98 Ibid., p. xvii.
99 Ibid., ch. 1.
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the history ofmedicine as a series ofconspiracies, one could scarcely expect Szasz to
draw any other conclusion.
Itisherethatwepartcompany with Szasz. In spite ofhis importance asacorrective
to Sonnedecker, his own explanation for the historicaldevelopment ofdrugaddiction
is as slanted as Sonnedecker's, but in the opposite direction. The central weakness in
hisargumentishisassertionthatthereisnopharmacologicalbasisforaddiction. Szasz
apparently feels that he must deny the objective reality of addiction in order to
strengthen his case for its being a malevolent social construct. But wishing does not
make it so. In fact, opiates do produce unique physiological effects on their users.
As we have shown, for nearly two centuries before the 1870s, medical men had
casually observed the addictive properties of opium. But in the widespread use of
injected morphia, they were seeing patients whose dosages ofthe drug were so much
greater than previously that it constituted an alarming new reality. While this is a
necessary, it is not a sufficient explanation of why they should have translated this
alarm into a disease model ofdrug addiction. That was, we have tried to argue, the
result of factors which were derived from the "culture of medicine" in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries: the concept of disease, the social role and
statusofmedicalmen, theperception ofpublichealthconcerns, andthepoliticalgoals
andinfluenceofmedicalmen. Thedevelopmentofthediseasemodelofdrugaddiction
can only be understood, then, if we try to integrate the traditional and radical
approaches to the history of medicine, by appreciating how socio-cultural factors
mediated between medical men and the natural phenomena which they observed.
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